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Abstract Achieving high accuracy in load forecasting requires the selection of ap-
propriate forecasting models, able to capture the special characteristics of energy
consumption time series. When hierarchies of load from different sources are con-
sidered together, the complexity increases further; for example, when forecasting
both at system and region level. Not only the model selection problem is expanded
to multiple time series, but we also require aggregation consistency of the forecasts
across levels. Although hierarchical forecast can address the aggregation consis-
tency concerns, it does not resolve the model selection uncertainty. To address this
we rely on Multiple Temporal Aggregation, which has been shown to mitigate the
model selection problem for low frequency time series. We propose a modification
for high frequency time series and combine conventional cross-sectional hierar-
chical forecasting with multiple temporal aggregation. The effect of incorporating
temporal aggregation in hierarchical forecasting is empirically assessed using a real
data set from five bank branches, demonstrating superior accuracy, aggregation
consistency and reliable automatic forecasting.
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1 Introduction
Load forecasting encompasses a wide range of forecasting problems. Achieving high
forecast accuracy can yield significant improvements to energy management and
planning, leading to many economic and environmental benefits through energy
conservation techniques such as load shifting, peak shaving and energy storing
(Aslak Petersen et al., 2016; Barzin et al., 2015). Motivated by these potential
gains, substantial work has been done to improve energy forecasting methods and
models (Tratar and Strmcˇnik, 2016; Jurado et al., 2015; Trapero et al., 2015).
The literature focuses on three main classes of methods based on the prediction
models used: the statistical, the engineering and the artificial intelligence methods.
A review on the load forecasting methods in the building sector has been conducted
by Zhao and Magoule`s (2012) and Suganthi and Samuel (2012), who looked at load
modeling for the electricity production sector. They find that each forecasting
method has its own strengths and weaknesses with respect to the problem at
hand, available data and the level of acceptable complexity. The literature does
not identify a best method and therefore the model selection problem remains an
unresolved key modeling issue. This is particularly relevant for practice, where
reliable selection of forecasts is desirable.
To mitigate this problem, in the general time series forecasting context, Kourentzes
et al. (2014) proposed using multiple temporal aggregation (MTA), later gener-
alized by Athanasopoulos et al. (2017). This approach is based on temporally
aggregating a time series at multiple levels, which transforms the original data to
lower time frequencies, highlighting different aspects of the series (Pedregal and
Trapero, 2010). Mainstream time series modeling literature has mainly focused on
identifying the single optimal level that makes modeling simpler (Silvestrini and
Veredas, 2008). On the other hand, MTA models the series at multiple aggrega-
tion levels and combines the resulting forecasts. This has two key advantages: it
provides a holistic modeling approach, focusing at both high and low frequency
components that are highlighted at different temporal aggregation levels; and it
mitigates modeling uncertainty, since the final forecast is not based on a single
forecasting model.
Mitigating modeling uncertainty is crucial when dealing with hierarchies and
forecasting several connected time series. In most problems related with energy
conservation, management and pricing, any decision taken is multi-layered, con-
sidering and affecting multiple levels of the energy system it refers to. For example,
when optimizing energy use of a building (top level), the individual energy uses
(heating, cooling, lighting etc.) must also be taken into consideration (bottom
level). These decisions are usually supported by forecasting systems, which pro-
duce forecasts for all levels of the hierarchy. From the one hand, this requires
model selection and estimation for several time series and from the other hand it
has the undesirable consequence that lower level forecasts may not sum up to the
higher level forecasts and vice-versa, as they are produced by independent fore-
casting models. Forecasts in this case need to be reconciled to ensure aggregation
consistency across levels, as otherwise decisions taken at different levels will not
be aligned. To this end, cross-sectional hierarchical forecasting methods, such as
“bottom-up” and “top-down”, have been proposed to achieve reconciliation.
Given the need for applying cross-sectional approaches to the problem at hand,
the question arises whether Multiple Temporal Aggregation (MTA) could be ex-
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ploited to mitigate modeling uncertainty and improve forecasting performance, in
a similar fashion to what has been reported in the literature for low frequency time
series forecasting problems. This realized using the Multiple Aggregation Predic-
tion Algorithm (MAPA) by Kourentzes et al. (2014). We propose a modification to
make MAPA appropriate for high frequency time series and an approach to com-
bine conventional cross-sectional hierarchical forecasting with MAPA. Our results
show that our approach contributes towards (i) decreasing model uncertainty and
increasing accuracy while (ii) ensuring reconciled forecasts across the hierarchy.
Both enable automation of forecasting in such problems, aiding decision makers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section we review the
work done so far in the temporal and cross-sectional aggregation literature. Section
3 describes our methodological approach including the methods used. The data of
our case study and the experimental set-up is in section 4. Section 5 presents the
results, followed by concluding remarks in section 6.
2 Literature Review
2.1 Cross-sectional hierarchies for forecasting
Energy applications are closely related with hierarchical structures and their ac-
curate extrapolation. From supervision and management to pricing, energy con-
servation and storing, managers must consider diverse information from various
levels of their systems to make the right decisions and act proactively. Advances
in data collection, using innovations such as smart meters, further promote the
need of exploiting the information hidden in hierarchies.
In order to be meaningful and consistent, the forecasts at higher levels must be
equal to the sum of the individual lower level forecasts that make up the respective
higher levels. The literature has investigated a variety of cross-sectional hierarchi-
cal approaches that are able to produce reconciled forecast (Athanasopoulos et al.,
2009). The “bottom-up” approach aggregates forecasts of the lowest level of the
hierarchy to obtain forecasts of all higher levels, while the “top-down” approach
disaggregates the top-level forecasts to obtain the forecasts for the lower levels
(Gross and Sohl, 1990). Another alternative is the middle-out approach, where the
forecasts are produced at a middle level and are then aggregated or disaggregated
as needed. Recently, Hyndman et al. (2011) introduced the “optimal combination”
approach where all series of the hierarchy are forecasted independently and are
subsequently combined using a regression model.
There is no consensus in the literature as to which approach is superior. The
top-down approach is considered to be more appropriate for long term forecasts
(Shlifer and Wolff, 1979), as it effectively captures the trend of the data (D’Attilio,
1989). On the other hand, the bottom-up approach performs better among highly
correlated time series (Dangerfield and Morris, 1992) as it it highlights the spe-
cial characteristics of the disaggregated data (Gordon et al., 2000; Shlifer and
Wolff, 1979), while it also leads to less biased and more robust forecasts, at least
when reliable and non-missing data are present at the lowest levels (Schwarzkopf
et al., 1988). The correlation of the individual time series and their errors (Zot-
teri et al., 2005), as well as their variability (Tiao and Guttman, 1980; Kohn,
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1982) might indicate which approach is preferable. However, the performance dif-
ferences between the two approaches can often be minimal in practice, displaying
also insignificant advantages over other formal or informal strategies reported in
the literature (Fliedner and Lawrence, 1995). For instance, Widiarta et al. (2008)
showed that their performance was nearly identical when forecasting item-level
demands that followed a first-order moving average process or a first-order uni-
variate autoregressive one, at leasts for low lag1 autocorrelation values (Handik
et al., 2007). Information from all hierarchical levels could be considered instead,
with evidence of benefits for the overall forecasting performance (Athanasopoulos
et al., 2009; Hyndman et al., 2011).
In the field of load forecasting both top-down and bottom-up approaches are
used for energy planning and management (Chalal et al., 2016; Kavgic et al.,
2010). However, the latter is more popular (Heiple and Sailor, 2008), given that
energy models usually correlate load with temperature data, which are monitored
at the lowest levels of the hierarchy. Recently, Lai and Hong (2013) investigated the
performance of various approaches for improving forecasting accuracy in electric
usage by considering a geographic hierarchy. They showed that: (i) at lower levels
the average of temperatures from multiple weather stations provides the best rep-
resentation of weather, (ii) at upper levels the data sample strongly influences the
modeling preferences and (iii) top-down and bottom-up approach display similar
performance at the top level of the hierarchy.
2.2 Multiple temporal aggregation for forecasting
Energy forecasting deals with modeling challenges related to various intercon-
nected uncertainties: sampling, parameter and model. Limited sample may obscure
the underlying structure of the observed series and affect parameter estimation.
This in turn can change the identified model structure, even if we assume that the
appropriate model family is chosen, which itself is uncertain (Zhao and Magoule`s,
2012). Instead, MTA can be used to mitigate the need to identify a single ‘correct’
model, or rely on a unique estimation of parameters.
MTA is based on temporal aggregation of time series. Silvestrini and Veredas
(2008) studied the effect of temporal aggregation in the forecasting performance
of univariate and multivariate time series models and provided evidence of perfor-
mance improvement. They found that although there are merits in using temporal
aggregation, but it is difficult to identify the optimal temporal aggregation level.
Weiss (1984) offered insights of its impact in econometric models by considering
the relationships between variables, reaching similar findings. In brief, temporal
aggregation simplifies the identifiable structure and lessens the noise component of
the series, yet depending on the aggregation level it may be that too much infor-
mation has been filtered and therefore the resulting forecasts are of inferior quality.
In a supply chain context, for slow moving items, temporal aggregation works as a
“self-improving mechanism” (Nikolopoulos et al., 2011; Spithourakis et al., 2011)
by revealing patterns which are more clear in lower frequencies. Yet, the difficulty
in identifying the optimal aggregation level and selecting an appropriate model
remains an issue (Petropoulos and Kourentzes, 2015).
In this respect, MTA, which instead of choosing a single level is aggregating se-
ries to multiple lower frequencies and combining the individual forecasts produced
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per level, becomes very promising (Petropoulos and Kourentzes, 2014). Given that
at lower aggregation levels periodic components, such as seasonality, are dominant
and that at higher levels these are filtered to reveal long-term ones, such as trends,
every single level has valuable information to offer (Kourentzes et al., 2014). This
is particularly relevant to fast-moving data, such as load forecasting applications,
where the high sampling frequency displays increased noise and introduces multi-
ple seasonal patterns at the original sampling frequency, which require data pre-
processing of high complexity (Dudek, 2016).
MTA was proposed by Kourentzes et al. (2014) as implemented in MAPA,
although the term itself was coined by Petropoulos and Kourentzes (2014) as a
more general concept. Since, different variations of MTA have appeared, notably
the Temporal Hierarchies (Athanasopoulos et al., 2017) and specialized variants for
intermittent demand (Petropoulos and Kourentzes, 2015) and promotional model-
ing (Kourentzes and Petropoulos, 2016). MAPA models multiple aggregated views
of a time series, using independent exponential smoothing models. The resulting
outputs of the models from each individual aggregation level are then combined to
produce a final forecast. The key advantages of the approach is that by using a dif-
ferent model per frequency, different time series components are captured, as these
are differentially highlighted in different temporal aggregation levels; and model-
ing uncertainty is mitigated leading to performance gains, due to the multiple
modeling views. The improvements have been reported both for short and long
term forecast horizons, across different applications (Kourentzes and Petropou-
los, 2016; Barrow and Kourentzes, 2018). Kourentzes et al. (2017) showed that
although MAPA is not optimal at any aggregation level, it still provides more
accurate forecasts than conventional approaches to temporal aggregation, as it is
very resistant to any modeling misspecification.
Although a lot of research has been undertaken in the direction of accurately
forecasting and reconciling energy related hierarchical time series, limited work
has been done to address the increased modeling uncertainty that arises. In this
respect we investigate how to effectively deal with model uncertainty in complex
energy consumption hierarchies of high frequency data, while maintaining good
forecasting performance. The proposed methodological approach combines these
so far separate aggregation frameworks, cross-sectional and temporal, to gain rec-
onciled forecasts of reduced modeling complexity.
3 Methodology
In this section we describe the proposed methodology to merge cross-sectional
hierarchies and MAPA. We first describe the individual methods and then proceed
to describe the encompassing methodology.
3.1 Aggregation and forecasting methods
Cross-sectional and temporal aggregation will be combined within the framework
so as to achieve both reconciled forecasts and reduced modeling uncertainty. The
aim is to provide a solution that will be reliable and automatic in a practical
setting.
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3.1.1 Hierarchical forecasting
Regardless of the forecasting methods used to extrapolate the electricity consump-
tion time series for the different levels of the hierarchy, the individual forecasts
must be reconciled to be useful for any subsequent decision making.
First we introduce the necessary notation. Let k denote the level of the hi-
erarchy. Level 0 refers to the completely aggregated series, while level K the
most disaggregated time series. mi denotes the total number of series at level
i, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,K and m = m0 + m1 + . . . + mK denotes the total number of
series in the hierarchy. Let Yx,t denote the value of the x
th series at time t. Yt
represents the aggregate of all series at time t, Yi,t the value of the i
th series of
level 1 at time t, Yij,t the value of the j
th series used to disaggregate series Yi,t at
time t; and so on. Vector Yi,t denotes all observations at level i and time t such as
Yt = [Yt,Y1,t, ...,YK,t]. Similarly, Yˆx,n(h) denotes the h-step-ahead forecasts of
series x, also known as base forecasts. Yˆn(h) denotes the vector consisting of the
base forecasts and Y˜n(h) the vector consisting of the final hierarchical forecasts.
Finally, S is a ‘summing’ matrix of order m×mK used to aggregate the lowest level
series so that Yt = SYK,t. The top row of S is a unit vector of length mK , the
bottom section is an mK ×mK identity matrix, while the middle parts are vector
diagonal rectangular. Matrix S gives a numeric representation of the hierarchical
structure.
Cross-sectional hierarchical reconciliation can be expressed as a linear com-
binations of the unreconciled base forecasts. Using the notation above: Y˜n(h) =
SPYˆn(h), where P is an appropriate matrix of order mK ×m and Y˜n(h) are the
reconciled forecasts. All approaches that are widely used in the literature, bottom-
up, top-down and optimal combination, can be expressed in these terms, differing
only on the specification of P.
The bottom-up approach aggregates the forecasts of the lowest level of the
hierarchy YˆK(h) to obtain the forecasts of the higher levels. This is done by
simply summing the base forecasts from the lowest to the highest levels of the
hierarchy according to its structure. In this respect, for the bottom-up approach
P = [0mK×(m−mK) | ImK ], where 0l×k is a null matrix of order l× k and Ik is an
identity matrix of order k × k.
Next, the top-down approach disaggregates the forecasts of the highest hi-
erarchical level Yˆn(h) to obtain the forecasts of the lower levels based on his-
torical proportions of the data. For this approach P = [p | 0mK×(m−1)], where
p = [p1, p2, ..., pmK ] is a vector of proportions that sum to one. In the present
study we use the average historical proportions pj for implementing the method.
pj =
n∑
i=1
yj,t
Yt
,
where pj reflects the average of the historical proportions of the j=1,...,k bottom
level series Yj,t over the period t=1,,n relative to the total aggregate Yt. Other
alternatives are the use of the proportions of the historical averages and the fore-
casted proportions, as described by Athanasopoulos et al. (2009).
Finally, the optimal combination identifies P so as to provide the minimal rec-
onciliation errors, i.e. enforce aggregation consistency across forecasts by requiring
only minimal changes of the base forecasts. Hyndman et al. (2011) shows that in
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this case P = (S′S)−1S′, which implies that it depends only on the structure of
the hierarchy. Note that this formulation also implies that forecasts from all time
series are linearly combined, in contrast to only the lower or top levels, as pre-
scribed by the bottom-up and top-down. Therefore, more information is retained
by the optimal combination reconciliation, but also requires reasonable forecasts
for all time series of the hierarchy.
3.1.2 Multiple Aggregation Prediction Algorithm
The MAPA algorithm can be separated into three steps: aggregation, forecasting
and combination. Starting with temporal aggregation, let Y be a time series of
periodicity f and length n and yt denote its observation at point t. We can tem-
porally aggregate Y by summing the values of the series at the original frequency
yt in buckets of length k. The temporally aggregated time series created Y
[k] has
n/k observations with values
y
[k]
i = k
−1
ik∑
n=1+(i−1)k
yt. (1)
For example, given a monthly time series with periodicity f = 12, we get the
original series for k = 1, a quarterly series for k = 3, a half-annual series for k = 6
and an annual series for k = 12. We can apply temporal aggregation for any value
of k ≤ n, although in practice we do so for k  n in order for Y [k] to have enough
observations for fitting a forecasting model. We also note that if the remainder of
the division n/k is not zero, we remove n− [n/k] observations from the beginning
of the series in order to form complete aggregation buckets.
Following temporal aggregation, a prediction model is fit to each of the created
series. Although in its original form MAPA was proposed using the complete fam-
ily of exponential smoothing, the selection of the forecasting model is up to the
practitioner and may depend on the type of the data, the application and avail-
able resources. The substantive issue here is that instead of handling each forecast
as a single value, we decompose it into three basic components: level (li), trend
(bi) and seasonality (si). This is done to combine the individual components in-
stead of forecasts, which is useful as at each temporal aggregation level a different
model can be fit and combining by components allows to draw only the necessary
information from each level.
In its third step, MAPA combines the components estimated per aggregation
level to produce the final forecast. This can be done using a variety of combination
operators, such as the mean or median. In this work we consider the median since
it is less affected by poorly estimated components due to extreme values and other
types of outliers, noise and limited training sample, and can therefore lead to more
robust forecasts. This can become extremely helpful when dealing with noisy data
of high frequency (like hourly energy consumption time series), where even outlier
detection methods are possible to fail or under-perform. The final h-step-ahead
forecast of the series is calculated as:
yˆh = l¯h + b¯h + s¯h, (2)
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where l¯h, b¯h and s¯h is the median of the level, trend and seasonal components
estimated for the h-step-ahead forecast produced across all aggregation levels con-
sidered. We note that in order to combine the forecasts, all the components must
first be transformed into an additive form for (2) to hold, irrespective of the type
of model used. Multiplicative components can be transformed to additive easily by
multiplying them with the respective level. Additionally, if a component has not
been estimated for an aggregation level (e.g. in case of non-seasonal time series or
use of non-trended models), we set it equal to zero. The reasoning behind this is
simple: as MAPA does not assume knowledge of the true process, if at a level a
trend is identified, but at another none is identified and set to zero, we have no
indication to prefer one or the other option. Therefore these are combined into a
damped trend. Naturally, if most levels identify zero trend, then any estimated
trend will be diminished and vice-versa.
In forecasting load data there is a crucial consideration that should not be over-
looked: accurate prediction of peaks is important. Peak consumption is strongly
correlated to variables such as energy prices and system stability. However, when
applying temporal aggregation on time series, the produced forecasts will be much
smoother than the original data due to (1) that acts as a moving average filter.
Also, any subsequent combinations across temporal aggregation levels will exhibit
damped seasonality.
Hourly energy data typically exhibit strong daily and weekly seasonality. There
is a load profile that occurs every 24 hours, capturing the day-night cycle, and ev-
ery 168 hours, capturing the different days of the week cycle, and particularly the
difference between work-days and weekends. These long seasonal periodicities per-
mit to consider multiple temporal aggregation levels that can potentially exhibit
seasonality, specifically: 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 21, 24, 28, 42, 56 and 84. As a re-
sult, the peak load will be poorly forecasted, due to the shrinkage of the seasonal
component imposed by temporal aggregation.
A solution that keeps seasonality unaffected is to apply temporal aggregation
on the seasonally adjusted data and re-seasonalise the final forecasts. That way a
deterministic seasonality is forced helping us to effectively handle the peaks. An
example of this phenomenon and the proposed solution is provided in figure 1,
where the hourly energy demand of a commercial building is forecasted for five
days ahead. As shown, MAPA produces forecasts with shrunk seasonal indexes,
while MAPA on a seasonally adjusted series maintains the original seasonal pattern
of the data.
Obviously this approach makes using the full exponential smoothing family
unnecessary, as seasonality is modeled externally (in (2), s¯h = 0). We impose
a further simplification: in the decision relevant forecast horizons (1 to 7 days
ahead) consumption data do not exhibit persistent trends, as the effect of possible
behavioral changes or operational adjustments is impossible to be captured within
such short periods. Therefore, we only consider the level variant of exponential
smoothing (in (2), b¯h = 0), which is the widely used Simple Exponential Smoothing
(SES) (Gardner, 1985). In this regards the final forecast of MAPA will be the
median of the levels calculated.
Undoubtedly, if the same forecasting method is to be applied to all temporally
aggregated views of a series, there is no reduction of the model selection uncer-
tainty. However, MAPA still provides benefits in terms of mitigating the parameter
estimation uncertainty, as the method parameters are estimated on multiple views
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Fig. 1 The effect of MAPA (continuous) on an hourly electricity consumption of a commercial
building with strong seasonality. In contrast to seasonally adjusted SES (dotted), seasonal
indexes produced are significantly shrunk.
of the series. SES produce forecasts using a single estimation of the smoothing
parameter and initial level state. Both of those parameters are specified through
appropriate criteria. However there is always the risk of poor parameterization
due to the effect of outliers and other unusual values, especially for series of high
frequency, where noise may still be dominant. By calculating these parameters
multiple times across temporally aggregated series, we can significantly reduce the
modeling uncertainty and increase the robustness of the model.
An alternative solution to the seasonality shrinkage of MAPA can be achieved
by using a weighted combination. The final components l¯h, b¯h and s¯h in (2) are
the result of the unweighted combination of the components estimated at each
aggregation level. Although for both level and trend the long-term dynamics, as
captured by the higher levels of temporal aggregation, enrich them, for the seasonal
component, s¯h, it can lead to undesired shrinkage. We propose to mitigate this
shrinkage using a simple weighting scheme: each aggregation level k is weighted
by 1/k, effectively lessening the shrinkage. The combination for both level and
trend components remains unweighted. Kourentzes et al. (2014) identified this
shrinkage effect and proposed a weighed combination for relatively low frequency
(up to monthly) time series, to mitigate this. The weighting scheme we propose
is more aggressive in retaining the high frequency aspects of the seasonal pattern,
which are crucial for high frequency time series forecasting. Note that eliminating
shrinkage altogether is not desirable, as it has been shown to be beneficial (Miller
and Williams, 2003).
The decomposition approach simplifies the specification of MAPA substan-
tially, considering both the number of parameters to be estimated (in exponential
smoothing the biggest estimation cost comes from the seasonal component) and
the number of possible alternative exponential smoothing models considered at
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each aggregation level. Both will result in substantial speed-ups in model speci-
fication, and potential accuracy gains, particularly when the in-sample data are
limited in length. On the other hand, the weighted combination approach avoids
imposing a specific decomposition, which may be erroneous, and does not require
sequential estimation, of the decomposed seasonal profile and then the MAPA fit,
that can introduce modeling bias. Finally, it does not restrict MAPA to a single
exponential smoothing model type, hence mitigating both estimation (like the de-
composition alternative) and model selection uncertainty. In any case, both of the
modifications proposed for MAPA to better deal with high-frequency data dis-
play multiple advantages over its originally proposed form, leading potentially to
improvements in forecasting performance.
3.1.3 Exponential smoothing
The Single Exponential Smoothing (SES) model is used to produce the benchmark
forecasts, when no temporal aggregation is used. It is also used to produce the
individual forecasts for each temporally aggregated view of the time series. The
model is used to track the local level of a given series by inspecting its changes
over time and is expressed through the following equations:
yˆt+1 = lt,
lt = lt−1 + αet, (3)
et = yt − yˆt,
where lt is the estimated level of the series and yˆt the forecast of SES at point
t. α is the smoothing parameter used for adjusting the running level of the series
and can take any value between 0 and 1. In case α = 1, SES becomes equal to the
naive method, while if α = 0 the produced forecasts are equal to l0, the value of
the initial level. In general, the higher the value of α, the more weight is assigned
to the more recent observations in calculating the level.
In order to estimate the model we first specify the values of l0 and α. This is
done by maximising the likelihood L of the model (Hyndman et al., 2002):
L(α, S0) = −n
2
log(
n∑
t=1
(et)
2),
where n is the length of the series and the error et is conditional on the smoothing
parameter α and the initial state l0 used. This criterion is utilized within the study
to individually optimize the parameters of the model across all the series of the
hierarchy.
A seasonal variant of the model can be easily constructed by including a sea-
sonal component. The same stands for the case of trend. All typical variants of
exponential smoothing are described by Hyndman et al. (2002). In this paper we
focus only on the additive approaches, that may allow for trend and seasonality.
Note that the additive formulation of exponential smoothing is more robust to time
series with very low or zero values, which can be the case for the disaggregated
building electricity consumption time series.
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3.2 Forecasting methodology
When dealing with real data it is common that there may be issues, such as data
collection errors. The reasons for obtaining abnormal data vary and can be me-
tering and data streaming problems, outages, failures of the electricity provider’s
system, and so on. These can have an adverse impact on the performance of the
forecasting system, due to the carry-over effect of the outliers on the forecasts and
the bias introduced in the estimates of the model parameters (Ledolter, 1989).
Therefore, data cleansing becomes a task of significant importance.
Missing values are imputed to enable further analysis and modeling. Given
a missing value Xt at point-hour t, the arithmetic mean of the observations
Xt+168 and Xt−168 is used as its replacement to take into account both the
weekly and hourly seasonality of energy consumption (since X is an hourly se-
ries of both daily and weekly cycles, seasonal effects are theoretically repeated
every 7days*24hours=168hours). If observation Xt+168 is unavailable, Xt−168 is
used as a replacement while, for the rest of the cases, a simple linear interpolation
between the last respective known and the next available observations is applied
to estimate the missing values. The imputed observations are used both for model
estimation and evaluation so that more representative results are obtained.
Another important data consideration is special days, such as bank holidays,
which can affect the forecasting performance negatively (Eris¸en et al., 2017).
These can reduce accuracy during both outlying and normal periods. Barrow and
Kourentzes (2018) evaluated various approaches to deal with these and found that
for conventional forecasting methods, such as SES, one of the best performing
approaches is to correct them. Therefore, we consider additive outliers and level
shifts using the detection approach proposed by Chen and Liu (1993). Additive
outliers adjustments will be used to mitigate the effect of extreme values, while
level shift adjustments will deal with temporal changes on the level of the series
due to outages, change in equipment and technical problems.
The individual time series of the hierarchy are then seasonally adjusted to
effectively capture the consumption peaks. As discussed in section 3.1.2. Desea-
sonalization is performed by means of classical decomposition by moving averages
(Kendall and Stuart, 1983), with a seasonal periodicity of 168 hours. We use addi-
tive decomposition, so as to avoid any complications with very low demand values
at the most disaggregated level:
Yt = bt + st + et,
where bt, st, and et denote the component of trend, seasonality and error, respec-
tively. In order to estimate bt, a moving average of order equal to the periodicity of
the data is applied and then used to remove the trend from the original series. The
seasonal component is computed by averaging for each time unit over all periods,
then centering. Finally, the error component is the remainder of the original time
series when bt and st are removed.
Alternative seasonal cycles, such as 24, were also tested, but rejected due to the
impact of working and non-working days, resulting in less homogeneous seasonal
profiles, as evident by the corresponding seasonal plots, see figure 2. The classical
additive decomposition is applied to the time series for alternative periodicities
(24 and 168 hours) and the extracted seasonal component is plotted against the
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individual periods in the season. In this respect, periods of low variance indicate
strong seasonal patterns, and vice versa. Observe that the weekly pattern has sub-
stantially lower variance than the daily one, indicating that the former is estimated
more accurately and is preferable to the daily one.
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Fig. 2 Distribution of seasonal indices for the total electrical consumption of the bank
branches for seasonal cycles of 168 (left) and 24 (right) hours. Given that in a time series
with strong seasonality the observations will be overlapping, we anticipate to low variance
around the seasonal profile. This is evident for the weekly profile, while for the daily profile
differences between working days, weekends and bank holidays introduce substantial variance.
Data transformations, such as the Box-Cox one, which could have been used
to normalize the raw data, simplify their patterns and enhance forecasting per-
formance (Beaumont, 2014) were not considered in the present study. This is
because many of the time series examined display values close to zero, making
their implementation ineffective. Transformations are not applicable either after
seasonally adjusting the data since additive decomposition may lead to time series
of negative values. Once the data pre-processing is complete, each time series is
forecasted using MAPA. The resulting forecasts are re-seasonalised, using the sea-
sonal indices estimated before. After producing the forecasts, these are reconciled
across the various levels of the hierarchy. As the literature is inconclusive as to
best cross-sectional aggregation approach, we retain all and evaluate the best one.
An overview of the proposed methodology is presented in figure 3.
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Fig. 3 Flow chart of the proposed methodological framework applied to a K-level hierar-
chy.Here, Yij indicates the jth time series of level i.
4 Experimental Design
4.1 Data and case study
The proposed methodology is applied on a group of five bank branches located
in Athens, Greece. We examine the benefits in terms of accuracy, complexity and
decision support.
The bank branches form a three-level hierarchy representing per level the total
energy needs of the bank (level 0), the energy consumption per bank branch (level
1) and end use (level 2): Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC),
devices connected to UPSs (cameras and safes) and Lighting. The structure of
the hierarchy is presented in figure 4, while a typical example of the time series
of each level is provided in figure 5. The available data (energy consumption in
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kWh) span for 9.5 weeks (1612 hourly observations, from 5-Jan-12 to 12-March-
12). Missing observations account for about 2% of the whole sample, while special
days for about 3%. The majority of them belong in the train sample.
Note that the relatively small size of the dataset is another challenge that
needs to be tackled among the others discussed, i.e., the high-dimensional seasonal
profile, model and parameter uncertainty, missing values and special days. Given
that the methods typically used in such applications, such as neural networks,
strongly rely on extended samples of data, generating robust forecasts through
alternative approaches like the one proposed becomes vital. For instance, it would
be interesting to see whether our approach effectively captures seasonality, ensures
reliable parameter estimations and leads to accurate forecasts, even when relatively
long horizons are considered. If that is the case, then this would be an additional
strength of the proposed framework.
Bank
B1
A2 U2 L2
B2
A2 U2 L2
B3
A3 U3 L3
B4
A4 U4 L4
B5
A5 U5 L5
Fig. 4 The three-level hierarchical tree diagram of the bank case-study. Here, Bi, Ai, Ui and
Li stand for the ith Branch, HVAC, UPS and Lighting energy use, respectively.
4.2 Experimental setup
The forecasting performance of the methods will be measured by producing fore-
casts at all the levels of the hierarchy and across different horizons to indicate per
level possible gains for short- (1-48 hours ahead, up to 2 days), medium- (49-120
hours ahead, up to 5 days) and long-term (121-168 hours ahead, up to a week)
decisions. Thus, the most appropriate combination of temporal and cross-sectional
aggregation methods will be empirically demonstrated. The forecast horizons mir-
ror the current bank’s energy manager practices.
At the beginning of every week forecasts are produced for all branches to
highlight possible threats and indicate basic opportunities of cost reduction via
load shifting and energy storing (Turner et al., 2015). After the implementation of
any energy conservation action through appropriate control systems, the manager
recalculates the forecasts twice within the week to better calibrate and amend the
existing plan. In order to apply such actions, the branch must be part of a larger
scale electrical system and organized under a smart grid approach, while storing
mechanisms must be ideally available (Favre and Peuportier, 2014).
In our experiments we implement four alternative forecasts. First, the method-
ology discussed above, see figure 3, that implements both decomposition and mul-
tiple temporal aggregation, through the MAPA framework. This will be named
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Fig. 5 Visualization of representative time series of the bank branches data set for a typical
week: Energy consumption of all the branches (continuous), the first bank branch (dashed)
and its HVAC use (dotted).
MAPA.D hereafter. Next, to evaluate the effect of MTA, we implement as a bench-
mark SES, after removing seasonality via decomposition, as in the methodology
outlined for MAPA.D. To assess the impact of decomposition we implement the
original MAPA, as described by Kourentzes et al. (2014), as well as the modified
one, with the proposed weighting scheme described in section 3.1.2. The latter
is named MAPA.W. We have considered an exponential smoothing base model
with no decomposition and MTA, but has been excluded for brevity, as it did not
perform well. As the results suggest the decomposition is particularly useful, due
to the high dimensionality of the seasonal profile and the relatively limited sample
size. The forecasting performance of the proposed methodology is evaluated both
in term of forecasting accuracy (closeness of actual values and generated forecasts)
and bias (consistent differences between actual values and generated forecasts). To
this purpose we use the Relative Mean Absolute Error (RMAE) and Relative Ab-
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solute Mean Error (RAME):
RMAE =
n∑
i=1
|yi − yˆi|
n∑
i=1
|yi − yˆBi|
,
RAME =
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
yi − yˆi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
yi − yˆBi
∣∣∣∣∣
,
where yi are the actual values of series Y at point i, yˆi the forecasts of the method
being evaluated and yˆBi the forecasts of the method used as Benchmark. We sum-
marize the metrics across time series using the geometric mean, resulting in AR-
MAE and ARAME for accuracy and bias. ARMAE has been proposed by (Davy-
denko and Fildes, 2013) (referred to as AvRelMAE by the authors) and ARAME
is its bias equivalent. ARMAE has been shown to be robust to calculation issues,
for instance overcoming limitations of the Geometric Relative Mean Absolute Er-
ror (GMRAE) that summarizes individual errors after the ratios are formed, and
have minimal bias, in contrast to more popular metrics such as the Mean Absolute
Percentage Errors (MAPE) or Mean Absolute Scaled Error (MASE, Hyndman and
Koehler, 2006). Furthermore, the metric is easy to interpret. A result below one
signifies an improvement over the benchmark forecast, while the opposite is true
for values above 1. Percentage gains over the benchmark can be easily calculated
as: (1 − ARMAE)100%. We use SES as a benchmark in the calculation of the
metrics.
Finally, we implement a rolling origin evaluation scheme (Tashman, 2000) to
reduce the bias in our results. The original time series is divided into the training
set, used to fit the model, and the test set, for evaluating its performance. Then,
multiple evaluation rounds are performed as an additional observation is included
into the fitting sample and updating the forecasting origin by one step at a time.
Given a starting training set of length s and a forecasting horizon of h, a maximum
number of (n − s) − h + 1 tests sets can be provided. We use the last 20% of
observations as a test set, resulting in a two-weeks test set, providing a sample of
313 to 169 forecasts, depending on the forecasting horizon examined.
The analysis is performed using the R statistical software (R Core Team, 2018)
and the packages of MAPA, which contains functions and wrappers for imple-
menting the MAPA (Kourentzes and Petropoulos, 2018); forecast, which contains
methods and tools for analysing time series (Hyndman et al., 2018); and tsout-
liers, which contains functions for the detection of outliers in time series and their
adjustment (de Lacalle, 2017).
5 Results
In tables 1 and 2 the performance of the cross-sectional aggregation methods
is evaluated in terms of forecasting accuracy and bias for different forecasting
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horizons and for various hierarchical levels. In the first case, the performance
is calculated by averaging the error metric values across the respective horizons
(for short, medium and long-term) considering all levels, while in the latter by
averaging the values across all the forecasting horizons and for each level separately.
Note that in both tables SES is not reported as it is used as the denominator for
the calculation of the metrics and the result is equal to 1 for every case.
Table 1 Accuracy (ARMAE) per forecasting horizon for the entire number of the series, and
per hierarchical level across all the forecasting horizons tested.
Method
MAPA.D MAPA MAPA.W MAPA.D MAPA MAPA.W
All forecasting horizons and levels
Bottom-up 0.861 1.433 0.978 0.861 1.433 0.978
Top-down 0.852 1.265 0.922 0.852 1.265 0.922
Optimal 0.803 1.333 0.917 0.803 1.333 0.917
Short-term (t+1 to t+48) Level 0
Bottom-up 0.879 1.535 1.018 0.854 1.408 0.923
Top-down 0.859 1.322 0.939 0.813 1.333 0.897
Optimal 0.814 1.414 0.947 0.817 1.340 0.897
Medium-term (t+49 to t+120) Level 1
Bottom-up 0.857 1.396 0.963 0.833 1.289 0.892
Top-down 0.847 1.237 0.912 0.857 1.270 0.916
Optimal 0.797 1.296 0.903 0.802 1.238 0.868
Long-term (t+121 to t+168) Level 2
Bottom-up 0.848 1.372 0.953 0.899 1.620 1.136
Top-down 0.851 1.237 0.916 0.888 1.195 0.955
Optimal 0.798 1.292 0.903 0.789 1.427 0.991
Considering ARMAE, for the case of the MAPA.D, across all forecasting hori-
zons (1-168) and levels, the optimal approach outperforms the rest of the hier-
archical approaches. The same conclusion is made both for short, medium and
long-term forecasts, as well as for predicting at the mid and bottom level of the
hierarchy. At the top level, the top-down approach is marginally superior to the
optimal. Similar results can be observed for ARAME.
In table 1 we can see that the benchmark SES is outperformed substantially
by MAPA.D and MAPA.W, demonstrating the usefulness of MTA in modeling.
MAPA.D that similarly to SES relies on decomposition, is overall superior to
the non-decomposition based MAPA.W forecasts, by about 10%. The modified
MAPA.W outperforms MAPA, as it caters for the high-frequency nature of the
seasonality, but it is not more accurate than MAPA.D. This is attributed to the
estimation challenges of the high-dimensional seasonal profile, with a relatively
small sample size. MAPA.D avoids this estimation by employing decomposition.
The same reasoning is applicable in explaining the relative poor performance of
MAPA compared to SES (all ARMAE values are above 1).
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Table 2 Bias (ARAME) per forecasting horizon for the entire number of the series, and per
hierarchical level across all the forecasting horizons tested.
Method
MAPA.D MAPA MAPA.W MAPA.D MAPA MAPA.W
All forecasting horizons and levels
Bottom-up 0.459 0.603 0.622 0.459 0.603 0.622
Top-down 0.488 0.527 0.744 0.488 0.527 0.744
Optimal 0.412 0.523 0.573 0.412 0.523 0.573
Short-term (t+1 to t+48) Level 0
Bottom-up 0.686 0.820 0.791 0.399 0.421 0.596
Top-down 0.686 0.696 0.792 0.357 0.408 0.798
Optimal 0.595 0.675 0.692 0.403 0.412 0.759
Medium-term (t+49 to t+120) Level 1
Bottom-up 0.416 0.554 0.547 0.449 0.476 0.618
Top-down 0.432 0.495 0.698 0.470 0.474 0.680
Optimal 0.389 0.489 0.523 0.448 0.488 0.635
Long-term (t+121 to t+168) Level 2
Bottom-up 0.340 0.482 0.557 0.541 1.092 0.655
Top-down 0.392 0.426 0.744 0.691 0.758 0.759
Optimal 0.302 0.433 0.520 0.387 0.711 0.390
Considering the various hierarchical methods, we find that optimal combination
performs overall best for most cases. For MAPA, which is poor at estimating the
high-frequency seasonality compared to the alternative MAPA.D and MAPA.W,
the top-down approach is beneficial, as it relies on estimation at the aggregate
level, that the noise of the lower levels is not so strong. However, for the alternative
forecasts that do not suffer from this limitation, the optimal combination allows
to use information from all levels, resulting in the best accuracy.
Turning our attention to table 2 that provides the bias (ARAME) results,
we observe similar findings. However, in this case all MAPA based forecasts are
outperforming SES. Overall, the proposed MAPA.D outperforms all other alter-
natives, demonstrating the benefits of both MTA and decomposition. The opti-
mal combination across hierarchical levels remains beneficial, as it allows using
information from all levels of the hierarchy, in contrast to the bottom-up and top-
down alternatives. However, in contrast to the accuracy results, the bottom-up
approaches performs competitively to the top-down, echoing results in the liter-
ature that have found bottom-up to perform very well in terms of forecast bias
(Athanasopoulos et al., 2009). Similarly, MAPA’s bias is competitive to MAPA.D
and MAPA.W, as the inaccurate modeling of seasonality is of less importance than
the overall level of the forecasts in the calculation of the bias.
Regardless of the hierarchical reconciliation method used we find that both
decomposition and MTA are beneficial, demonstrating the usefulness of the pro-
posed approach. Reflecting on the differences between MAPA.D and MAPA.W,
the former does not need to estimate the seasonal profile, reducing the optimization
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complexity. Furthermore, due to MTA it is robust against estimation uncertainty.
MAPA.W gains both in terms of mitigating model uncertainty and parameter
specification, evident in the superior results against the benchmark SES (both
ARMAE and ARAME are consistently below 1), but due to the relatively lim-
ited sample size, it is not able to perform as well as MAPA.D. Another benefit
of MTA is evident when comparing the differences in accuracy and bias between
shorter and longer forecast horizons. Relatively to exponential smoothing, MAPA
performs best at long forecast horizons. This finding is in agreement with the lit-
erature that argues this is due to the effect of incorporating information from the
high-aggregation temporal levels, where long term dynamics are easier to model
(Kourentzes et al., 2014).
Finally, we have experimented with MAPA forecasts that permit trend and
found no substantial performance differences. We found that trend was rarely
selected and in all cases it was strongly damped by MTA. The lack of strong
trends was apparent in higher temporal aggregation levels, which in turn helped
the final MAPA forecasts to have minimal trend. This again highlights the strength
of MAPA in mitigating modeling uncertainty.
5.1 Implications for energy managers
The results of this study show that the proposed forecasting methodology can lead
to significant improvements, especially when referring to long term forecasts of 6
to 7 days ahead. A key contribution of this work is the decision making support
that the proposed methodology offers to energy managers. In order to optimize the
energy use of the bank and its branches, detailed information is required regarding
the energy intensive end uses of the buildings. The methodology provides such
information across all hierarchical levels and enables the efficient monitoring and
energy management of the system. In this regard, the energy manager can inspect
the expected energy demand at the highest level of the hierarchy (bank), detect
possible threats (problematic branches) and specify the cause of increased energy
consumption (end uses). Energy optimization and conservation action plans, such
as load shifting or maintenance of the facilities, will become easier to develop and
implement and can become more targeted than present. Undoubtedly, reconciled
forecasts is a prerequisite, which is a direct output of our modeling approach.
6 Conclusions
We proposed a holistic approach for forecasting effectively hierarchical electricity
consumption time series, by producing both accurate and reconciled forecasts. This
is key given that the forecasts of the lower aggregation levels of a system must
always add up to the ones of the higher levels, and vice-versa. Multiple Temporal
Aggregation is used, through the MAPA, to boost the forecasting performance
and alleviate the effect of modeling uncertainty, while cross-sectional hierarchical
approaches are applied to reconcile the individual forecasts across the hierarchy.
Additionally, some modifications to MAPA’s original form are introduced to enable
it better capture the special characteristics of high-frequency data.
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The results of our study show that temporal aggregation can lead to significant
improvements in forecasting performance in terms of accuracy and bias, even when
external variables which affect energy consumption are not considered and simple
time series forecasting models like exponential smoothing are used instead. This is
a promising outcome given that detailed regressor information is not always avail-
able, but also requires more complex forecasting models. When forecasting must
be performed automatically for numerous time series, in order to support decisions
within an acceptable time frame, fast, robust and reliable methods are required.
We demonstrate that our proposed approach achieves this even for limited sample
sizes. Furthermore, it can be easily implemented in existing forecasting support
system, as it is based on exponential smoothing that is standard in most systems,
offering a powerful alternative, where more complex methods mentioned in the
literature, such as machine learning techniques, are not available or applicable.
Another finding of our study is that, apart from reconciling forecasts, cross-
sectional aggregation can also enhance the forecasting performance by combining
appropriately the base forecasts produced. We find that the optimal combination
method that combines views of the time series from multiple levels of the hierarchy
performs best, balancing the detailed information available at the bottom level,
and the aggregate view of the higher levels.
Finally, although we find that the decomposition approach works best, we also
find that the proposed weighting scheme for MAPA.W performs well against the
original MAPA, avoiding the over-smoothing of the high-frequency seasonal profile.
We attributed the better performance of decomposition to the relatively limited
sample size. Nonetheless, it demonstrate that more research should be done in
how the forecasting methods across the multiple temporal aggregation levels are
combined, given the positive results of MTA reported here and in the literature.
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